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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, March 31, 1967
Gold Medallion Home Calloway Juniors
Will Present Play
Will Be On Display
Here This Sunday
The Calloway County High

Seen& Heard
•:•'round.:.
MURRAY

Juniors will present "It's Great To
Be Crazy", a three act comedy
by Donald Payton, on Tuesday,
Atiril 4, at eight p.m in the Jeffrey gymnasium
Members of the ,cast include
Yvette Watson, Betty Lou Maxwell; Vickie Greenfield, Bernadine; Celia Taylor., Connie MaxWilkerson, Wilbur
Mike
well:
Maxwell; Jenna Winchester, Janet
Maxwell; Jerry Starks, Hercules
Nelson; Gail Smith Acent Mary;
Rickey Hill, John Maxwell;' Patricia Wilson, Mrs. Jennings; Donnie Boyd. J. C. Mallory; Larry
Christian, Grover 'Jennings; Buddy Bybee, Louie, Nancy Allen,
Gertrude; Kathy Rushing. Gladys;
Suzette. Johnson, Clara South.
The admission will be &tiny
cents for adults and thirty cents
for students
Everyone is urged to attend the
play on Tuesday

Mrs. Don Keller Is
Speaker Thursday
For Kiwanis Club

Paris Woman Is
, Acquitted In Death
Of Raymond Forehand

s or

Vol. LXXXVIII No. 76

10* Per Copy

Former Murrayan Is
Charged In Wickliffe

No Accidents

Occur Here
Since Monday.
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New Refrigerators
Take L.45116 Space,
But Hold More
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James Billington, on your
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Gold Medallion Home
1716 Keeneland

OVERNIGHT SERVICE

Paschall Truck Lines,inc.
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Congratulations James Billington on your

Which will be iJio.n April 2 from 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
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SAND AND GRUSHED STONE

.
FREE INSPECTION,

1

Jus t Off So. 18th Street

Sunday, April 2 - 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
We are pleased to furni sh the Furniture for the
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THURMAN FURNITURE CO.
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Television Schedule

ng
Channel 5—WLAC-TV
CBS

Cape Girardeau Channel 12
A. M. MONDAY THROUGH
SISTIIIIDA'
April 1

IL

1.30 Sunrise Semester
7,00 liaridie Hill Val-iota
ups saortoy Mouse
8.30 Underdog
Wain Franicenstein Jr
9.30 Space Oboists
19. 00 Superman
10 30 Lone Ranger
1100 Popeve Party
11:30 Huckleberry Hound
1200 Tom and Jerry
12:30 Road Runner
100 The Beagles
1•30 Dobie Gillis
200 Championship Bowling
•
9:00 CBS Golf Classic
4:00 Daktari
5 -00 I've Oct A Secret
5- 30 Roger Mtaid
6.00 Newabeat
6:15 Radar Weather
120 Today in Sports
6.30 Jackie Gleaeon
700 Mission Impossible
8:30 Pistols end Petticoats
9'00 Gunarnokt.
• 000 Faturlay News
•l5 Radar Weather
ID 20 Today *1 Sports
10 . 30 Films of the 501s
12:30 Night Train

•

•

Radar Weather
Wood 'N Waters
Million Dollar Movie
Sign Off

s1711211240

Network Programs Also On

•

t0:15
10:20
0:35
4200

MONDAY
April 3

Week of Apill 1—April

-e
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t
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•

•

(1

r
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1.00 Newsiest
1;12 Radar Weather
1:30 Today In Eggrts
6:30 Gilliga.n's Island
700 Mr. Terrific
730 The Lucy Show
8.30 Movie of Week
10. 15 Big News
10-10 Radar Weather
1035 Today in Sports
10:45 Sinatra
11 • 45 Million Dollar Movie
1:00 Sign Off

0:90 Herald of Truth
10:00 This is The Life
1030 The Answers
11:00 Poesy,
11:30 File Six
12r00 Meet The Press
1230 Frontier's of Faith
1:00 Weekend at Movies
2:30 Wild Kingdom
3:00 Greensboro Open
4:00 Wild Kingdom
4:30 0, E. College Bowl
500 Frank McGee
530 Meet The Press
6:30 Wonderful World of Color
7:00 Hey Landlord
900 Bonanza
9.00 Andy Williams
10:00 New. Weather Snorts
10:18 Weeaena at the Movies
MONDAY EVENING
April 3

Channel 6 WPSD-TV

813(nhe Monkees
7:90 1 Dream of Jeannie
7:30 Capt. Nice
8:30 The Road West
9.00 Run For Your Life
.0.00 News Plotino
10.15 Tonight Show

MOM
7:30 Herald of Truth
8:00 House of Worship
8:30 Beany & Cecil
9:00 Linus the Lion Hearted
9:30 Peter Potaxnus
10:00 News
10:30 Viewpoint
1100 ABC Scope
1130 ABC News
12:00 Directions
12:30 lathed & Answers
1:00 NBA Basketball
3:00 American Sportsman
4:00 Movie
600 Voyage to The Bottom of-The
Sea
7:00 FBI'
8:00 Sun. Night Movie

rit•

MONDAY EVENING
April 3

6:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:30
11:30

Mon. Nile Moyle
Felony Squad
Peyton Place
Blg Valley
Lawman
Everglades

DR. JOHN ..
iContinued arem Page One)
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Hospital Report
Visiting Hour:
2:30 p.m. to I
1:00 -I:4 a. and 7:35 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. V sitors are urged to strictly
4bserve these visiting hours and
vhen ,
' ey do visit to make their
stays „clef. Patients must has'
miet In order to get well and
loctors and,nurses tnuot have the
ame to administer proper treat.
dient- in privacy.
Ce:sats -- Adults
98
Census — Nursery
5
Admissions, March 29, 1967
Miss Teresa F Todd, R-ute 3,
Murray: Tommy Dan Workman,
603 Ellis Drive, Murray: Kisit Cynthia Robinson. Route
Mrs. Winifred Guile Parker and
baby boy. 1400 Story. Mul-ray: Jay
Stree:
Dean Divine. 1409'1
Murray: Gera'd J. Ci ta,
C''.'ilete Cour:, Murray. Mrs. 54::
ns Cirroli, Route 4, Ntur:ay: Mrs
Maude Grogan, Route 2, Hazel:
Eu a Men:alga:, 1016 Sharpe, Mu:
ray; Jclin D. Warren, South S.:.
Street, Murray; Mrs. Hazel Fa
Uaerback, 114 Soutfla 10th Street,
afarrsy; Mrs. Nanoy Simpson arid
lathy girl, Route 4, Murray; Ralph
Pelvis, Letter; Mrs. Ruth Vaughn
sad by boy, 1206 South 81,n
-Street, Murray; Edward L. Poulson
New Concord; Mrs Fay Vaught,
Route 2, Murray: Wiaam R. llidu
New Concord: Mss. Juanita SteilIons, 810 Sha Wa Casae. Murray.
Dianinalls, March 29, 1967

CONGRATULATIONS
James Billington
On Your New

Gold Medallion Home

2rMurray:

1716 Keeneland - Just Off So. 18th Street

wIt feature John &unroll, clahbe the plainte-iat, Dr. Hozia
n,: A "Brtss Quartet" 119651 will
aka op
perfcrrned by liz,ward Luttrell,
Network Peor
David Shiner, int-mists, Law:ence
11.;...otel
Hal. French horn and David
The
"Plano
tr
Berry,
Week of April 1—April 3
T.lo“ ila416) will inc:ude Prof.
Lao 1311.2.r. vio.tnist, Prof. Nora
MaiCer Ricky Cherry, Rout" 2,
Hazon, cellist and Dr. Bodo at
Murray; Mrs. Ind.a Smith teeApril 1
.he piano.
Wed), Route 1. naryear, Tenn.:
Network rrograms Also On
- Dr. Boos, the visaing composer
00 RTD.TV
M et Krista Ann Russ:31 Box 106
fcr the 1907 Contemporary Arts
Jackson Channel .7 and
730 Moe the Pence Ph.
Rowel,
Hazel; Mrs ShY.ey A
Festival, 1J professor if Theory,
11441rrIshure Channel a
756 News
Bc-x 106, Hazei; Mrs laturmon
at
Piano
Nitride
Cmpositron
.and
3
1—April
6
April
Week of
8:00 Super
White. Route 2, Hazel.; Mrs Piv
State Un.versuy. He receaved his
230 Atom Ant
• Rla.nson and baby girl.
SATURDAY
from
Doctor
Mitt...cal
degree
of
Arts
0:00 Flintstonee
2, Murray: Hassel Windror, k.
April 1
111.• EASD/11•11 SalJul of Muac iii
0-30 Roars Kidettee
I. Haze': Mrs. Betty Vinson 7:
Rathester, New Ycak He has writ- Chearna. Marray: Miss sk
1000 Secret Squirrel
I),
1:00 Ghost Stories
ten extensively in all media. It tel. Route 3. Murray; al
10:30 The Jeteons
8:30 Porky Pig
has been said of Dr Bode that Crass. 700 North 7th &net. Ma:
11•00 Cool McCool
0:00 King Kong
1117NDAT
"he is a madam crenposer, but ray. Janmy D. COson, Route '
11:30 Marine Boy
0:30 Beatles Oirtoons
cloft not stress modernism at the Farmington; Miss Sue nests.
1200 Animal Secrets
10:30 Milton the Monster
April 2
1230 The Smitheonlarts
expense of what has stood the Route I, Gilbertsville; T. Raf,
Bugs Bunny
11:00
100 East-West All Star Basketball
test of time. His music has sub- Jones, 1306 Poplar, Murray; M:
II:00 Sunrise Smarm
11:30 Milton The Monster
2:30 File Six
7 00 LeFevres Family
stases into which one can sank Sarah Rhoden, Route 2, Mur
12:30 Carl Tipton
3-00 File 91x
his teeth. his music does not turn ray; Miss Mary L. Williams. 7,
7:30 Chuck Wagon Gang
1:30 All-Star Wrestling
300 Greensboro Open
COO Heavenh Jubilee
UP its MAP at appealing meloctir BnOhir, Murray; Miss Frank-le At:
2:30 Pro Bowlers
Six
File
00
4
11:20 Patternoitor Living
writuig, his music is harrnorecal- HarDer, Model, Term; Mrs. Do:
4:00 Wide World of Sports
5:00 Ernest Tulle
10 00 Camera Three
ly and conte-apuntally fascinat- IA Ford. Lynn Grove; Master
5 - 30 Ptoneman Family
Report
4e
Sherer
5:30
10 30 Faith For Today
ing his music is scored with un- Terry M. Stone, 18021 Ptinyon, De600 Death Valley Days
5:00 Los Angles Golf Tourney
11•00 Breakthru s
common resourcefulness, his crafts- troit, MIch.; Mrs. Daily D. Waters,
6:30 Dating Game
6:00 Potter Wagoner
11:30 Face the Nation
7:00 Newlywed Game
manship is excellent and has ideas 501 Oheitaut Street, Murray; Mrs.
630 Flipper
12 00 Popeye and Friends
7;30 Lawrence Welk Show
are worthy in every way of the Andry Eva Crom Route 6. BenDaisies
700 Please Don't Eat the
12.45 Famous Artiste
8:30 Hollywood Palace
most careful consideration."
ton_
7:30 Get Smart
1:30 CBS Sporta
9:20 RAT Patrol
He is continually active as a
.
8:00 Saturday Night Movie
3.00 T B. A.
Horse
10:00 Iron
pianist. condole-tor, composer and
1015 News. Weather. Sports
4:00 flpetidown
11:00 Rifleman
_Lev/Kr, His worts have been per;
10:30 Weekond at the Movies
4 30 Arnateaur HMO'
1130 ABC News
framed by leading organnatiora
5:00 The 21st Century
11:45 Sign Off
1117147DA'r
&cress the country and was one
530 Newsbeat—•
•
•
April
A' the oralapoaers whose Works
6 00 Marlineiand Carnival
sere selected for performance atSpringtime
100 Faith tor Today
6 - 30 It's About Time
April 2
the national Critics Conventiot.
730 Gospel Singing Jubilee
7:00 Ill Sufirvais Show
hold in 11460 in Chattanooga. The I
in Action
Security
Social
45
6
1•30
Paclueah Devotion
is 00 Smothers .Brothers
7•00 Teaching of the Nem Tama presence of Dr Bads in Murray
0 15 Hamilton Brothers Wean
10.00 Sunday New,
adds great stature to the Contemporary Arts Festival and the
public IS urged to take adventA nameless electric beat pump wit
age of this unique opportunity,
I
give you real year-round comfort
without lifting a finger. Well, almost without lifting a finger. You
do have to set the thermostat ONCE
elf-Cleaning
when the unit is first installed.
I
And after the finger has dialed the
, perfect moment of climate that you
I want for your home, you can sit
back and relax and let the mire- 1
machine do the rest.
culous
Street
South
18th
Off
Just
•
Keeneland
Drive
1716
For an electric heat pump heals
AND cools, according to the Live
The self-cleaning ovens found in Better Electrically Program, and aumany models of nameless electric tomatically changes front one to the
ranges make both dollars and sense other as the outside weather changto the homemaker, according to the es. Outside temperatures" oan be 90
Live Better Electrically Program decrees one day and 30 degrees the
For they eliminate one of the most next and your borne will stay at the
tedious Jobs in the home and do it degree of springtime comfort that
you originally dialed on the thermeconomically at the same time.
Studies show that the average oat ostat.
The amazing heat pump needs onto clean a conventional oven with
the old, down-on-your-knees. hand- ly electricity end air to provide you
scrubbing method is about 35 cents with yeararound climate control
per ('leaning. ‘There's no charge for When pooling is required. it extnus
Phone '753-3080
1210 Main Street
heat and modature frorn the :- the elbow grease you use.)
A self cleaning. electric oven can air and discharges them ow, .
When heating Ls needed, it revel 4
be cleaned for an average coat of
only 7 cents and there's no elbow the operation, extracting heat trim,
grease needed All you have to do 4he outdoor air (there's extraotai,
Is set the dials and latch the door heat in the air even on cold diva
and baked-on food and grease sim- and delivering it at a higher temperature to the indoor air.
ply vanish.
The hest pump also dehumidifies,
If you clean your oven 20 times
a year and keep the range for lb filters and cleans the air And if
years, oven cleaning with eleotriot7 you are IMIlartaining. it will even
could save yrs.] as much as $84 over rid your roans quickly and quietly
of tobacco smoke
the old-fashioned, hand method.
The heat pump is really yearAnd thanks to clean, nameless
South
Street
off
18th
Just
1716 keeneland —
electricity, cleaning of the rest of round springtime in a nameless elthe range is a snap. too. Cooking ectric box With no nudging iron,
cleanse you—Just set the thermostat os.
automaUtally
elements
themselves of spilled food and the and forget it—it keepa-fasnily-aa
drip pans under them can be placed guests cool on the muggiest clit
In the self-cleaning oven for clean. and nights and toasty warm on the
.4 coldest ones
0-

NBC

Channel 8 WSIX-TV
ABC

We are proud to have furnished one of the bedrooms of this
beautiful new Total Electric home. Be sure to attend Open
House Sunday, April 2, 2 to 5 p.m.

Enix Interiors

Heat Pump Is

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

Ago

•

•

753-1474

Chestnut Street

OPEI rENm eUSE
SUNDAY, APRIL 2nd -2 to 5 p.m.

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, APRIL 2nd -2 to 5 p.m.

S
Electric0yen
Makes Sense

at 1716 Keeneland Drive - Just off So. 18th St.

and see...Total Electric Living

We are pleased to have provided all the floor coverings
for this fine Gold Medallion, total electric home.

- featuring •

GENERAL

TIDWELL

PAIWT and FLOOFPCOVERING

APPLIANCES
ALL THE APPLIANCES IN THIS FINE HOME
ARE MAD EBY GENERAL ELECTRIC
AND SOLD BY B1LBREY'S

Congratulations James Billington on your

Gold Medallion Home

Whether you're building a new home, remodeling an old
home, or just need some new appliances, come in and let

Open House Sunday, April 2 - 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.

"the folks at-Bilbrey's help you select the General Electric

We are pleased to have furnished

All Shrubbery
For this total electric home

Adams& Requarth
Gerry Requarth

Joe B. Adams

1107 ^Main Street

Hazel, Kentticky

I5hone 753-2477 -

•

Phone 492-8127

ELECTRIC

appliance to fill your needs.

HERE'S MORE TO SEE ON CABLE TV

Bilbrey's and G.E. have one of the most complete

HURRAY
CABLEVIS1ON

builders prices of built-in appliances on the market.

BILBREY'S

Murray, Kentucky
105 N. 5th Street
Phone 753-5005

210 E. Main - - - IV 753-5617
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itan.'1,_ a fa,- Girls wL.•
u-NA. a: :Inc 3,t,-:cuc Hall at „vertu
Wok An inatieston will be held.

Lady Friend Needs
Professional Help

•• •

Grow 1 or the West Ctelstlitz,
Charch CWF all meet at the
•• •
Ihe
itfl J.u-s C.rele of n•use of Mrs Lesste Pickard at
• Perm Deept.st Church WSIIR Vero pm
•• •
1 age. Arab 3,L•s Graves Medd
Grz.up II of the First Chruttan
::13 p:n
• ••
CWF w..1 meet with ilins
Th fty Mee Rarely Certe of Rupert Perks at 111.0 p.m.
• ••
le First Raptist Clehei WNW
Grcup IT of Reg First ChristA
meet welei 30:s Juan Washian (Audi MP IFIR mesa with
.: at 1.311 pan.
. •
Mrs. H. C Cern at SIR ILM
• ••
1..e Annie Ardast.
-eng C.rete of
The Cia-shen Methodist Chum!
Chtuels
he
- ety of Christian fie:m..*.
Mrs Cliaries /Red- Werner, A Elias
reel wt-I meet at the eiburch 1.
a at 7:30 p.m.
..•
alreen pm
2111 p ro

Relay. lamb 33
pr grsei. -Grand Ole
be pr.:Seated at New
Coarb:1„-d 81h.c.. at seven pin.
fmteuring Toe But Boys
CiLitirdt.s Band
tc Band, Jamre and Jimmy A.:.
britten„ and The Galleon Qatar"
„t_znatai:c
elD =its sodu:La and
XI cents children
• •
Saterles, Aprr 1
The Ot..osiay Cowry Country
aub wil: has.. a the from n
prn to !et, Si, at the di* rus
has been dimmed from a drnne:
dunce for all ulna illingsers Sind
their out a town goods to a regu.ar Manor
•

6 • •

Theh-Cakhrater Methodist Ceseedi
The PIM Methodist Church
-W110111 wiL meet at the Mesas
Wcominta Society of Canine= Serst set Pm
'Department of the Murray Woman's Club, Is
•••
ene will meet at the churett at
Mr. Robert N. Scott. treasurrr of the K
Woman's Club, for
The
Square- A-Naders
thurey
ten am with the execuelve board
Metered as she gives a cheek to sirs. Robert W. Rule, general tressarm of the
Townley. Apali 4
hcld its graduation dam:* at I
Aims, chairman of the Kalliles, le standing to the right
eneeth
Mrs.
h
Feudalism.
meolaig
at
11
15
•m
Arthritis
the
Cora Grum Chen of Pine
th- Pine Arts Higickng, MEW. at
•••
of Mrs. Hub.
Prellapterum Church women MR
neat pm Jahn B. Davati will be
The Delta, Department of the
meet at 9 30 a in in the home
merit 'W...11 young ytemen working
Members and
tru guest calite,
if Mrs. Kennett Harrell on South Mur:sy W:snan's c.ub wiR meet
together toward bamer and bet'
I
(Cocain are urged to attend
at the club house at 7:30 pm Dr.
info Street
er n„riams. May w-1 not end
• ••
•••
/Leant C Giles will be the
our year: it will only begin a
meeker. Hoetemes will be MeeThe ic.:21su.g ..... tl.e sec,eld in a t....4.: A, . .....mthly mattes, busy summer earring out our motThe Zito ansiall Mb will
The YWA of the First Baptist mimes B.
Cooper, Matt Murk- aeries of articles writ..en by Lie :: . Amalfi everemeyer presenthA% e an aninnesseional inselhor
a higher".
to "Another round
Ctiereb will meet at the home at mu, H L ()Airy. Graves Medd,
dbelemen of the ten clep, - -lease 14 en ,nterzating demonstration
for dire sumners baseball leassik,
Ma 11111sn Taunter at seven Ralph Tenseneer, and Ma e Weelyn
se'S•expreesion
in
Christmas
Part. Little. Bed P. at the
of the ass-..ay W..t....... , Que. :n
pal. Um. V. W. Parker wel Medi Limn.
,,rations. Kappa- *tie also kept
Them articles are prhtod se Mar OA:,
Kirke*, School at 7:1111 p.m.
•• •
Me
eons
ands
I
wham
hook.
• ••
she v-t....1c may meanie acquit-at- 1A-sY elTele Ueltet‘ to -The Red
Isar.
that Kappa Departmeau of the
ma and hope that she win seek
Children's
and benevolent 811005-• a 144at with the
•••
Chspter id at the P. E 0
111111may Woman a Club Mil meet at
M.. atat Mi a Dun OitisiLAL, And professional help.
works cl eldr-sy's :argest ao-1"1.1i•stre woe:wheal. paritc,pating
Sazerhood
hold a ihncheon
the c.ub house at 7 30 pm. A.
he Holiday Rome, 1,-tir. and IOW Kurt and Kari Wade, of
• • •
I The Jesate laidauk Circle of
nca
rains ore s
Omani LI: the home of Mrs. I
Grass %at present the profurnialtng food fcr a bake gale. Pqaatr Bluff, Missouri, spent the
take Co-leue' Preebytenan Chum*
Kappa Department
Mary ktrIlerizie at 12:1111 norm.
,it. Hostesses ea. be Mrs Will
DEAR ABBY. I am 14 years old
wee:Celia with her mother, Mrs.
will meet a:. the h.„
-me of Mrs
Mrs. Kenneth C, Adams, °hairRai Teastuee-, Dow of
al Thornr. IL-s J.hei Nanny,
and have always lived in • small
LeCtra Anthills, Miller Aventle
Gendaie
' laeltert.
Aprli 3
Graduate
&hoot,
MERL
was
gnat
and Mrs. Charms OuLland_
town in south Carolina.
• the Kappa Department of the
The Lottie Moon Cu•cde of the at ISO pen.
speaker In Jantalt:y. He pregeokbd1
•••
Lug summer my family and I
Murray Womar's Csub is ending
•••
rm BesPlaat Church WNW w,Q I
a th ught-provceme pr
Mr and Mo. Jeri, Duct heal* spent or.: summer vacation In Mow
us
Wednesday, April $
r filled with
klIurray Aeventey No. le Order
.Ats
Meet watt Mrs. Reel Warlord et
-FtLb.em Lif Youth in our Future. and baby ill Huntarae, Aleleame. York and Philadelphia.
The Oaks Country Cbilb inn
die:lenges, a..._,,,,..snments and
Ind program delved into otu• home been eluting her parents,
nave its tut reguiar golf day
tubseseres.
Down here in South Cartdine
ti,trne "Etio,d with Youth for
Mr and Mra. L. U. Travis and
and the taultes kumbecin at the
luig the year
the
everyone is friendly to everyone else
Better World."
son.
cam Pseu make luncheon rewith
lathe
face
to
fOUfgl
us
12411-411
•• •
and when you pass s person on the
aes-vations by Monday by nailing
our Mit big profit-making proThe Department made great finstreet you my, "Hi' This isn't nist
Linda Admit
or Huila
"Back to aohool Fashled —
prcgresa in 191-87 Donat*The longer Mains stay in fab- In our little town, but all over the
Brandon 76.-0101.
ion Mow-, presented in August.
us use: the mrhtlia include a nth the harder they are to re- south
Plows 763- 1272
•• •
New umbers were properly in- Red Crc.sa Layette to be sent to
If you do that up north, the looks
•
PRE‘4"KIPT1ONS A SPECIALTY
The Lichee day hincheon will
Pun•
••
mated into the w.1.-it
Vetnani;CARE. $300 to Arthritai
and Mares you get back show that,
,.
be served at noon at the agicanw
Se9Wienber our musical stblatinn. and
to theCaly0e
Cot= 001P-ote sheets stay nee- northerners aren't used to it
County CouMey Club Mrs J B.
•• Have •
We Wilit Gee It — Or Id DWI Be Had
loway" Goon') Llbr
preshation sea enhanced ,
.a.ary.
ter and rectuee the tinse ment•ip ' Maybe I'm prejudiced, but I never
Wn techearnsan of the hosThe Xitrp,i, Is
M111M1-131anne we:
the
realh 'aprechsied southren hoelaltteases and all be adulated by
and Ma. Joan Ausun.
Mesdames A D Welber, Howard
Bans epaceland. George
October found us involved .
ILI Overbey T C Doran. Loma the quesuon at Constliutioni• It
C Ryan and W D Shoemaker. vision
Most eruianteeung %.•
• ••
were mowed fan Judge IL4aO Miler. At this ineetErd Kappa
members began 'planning a can 1%
a.e lot the sec and conaccu
year. lhe profit sae &used
- of the ,k
he Keiaucay Coapte.
sar•td Foundation Our mem..,
The Calloway County r.oth PTA ale.•tcokpa.'i as host•see4 for
hapter Met Thursday. March 33. Art Guild Train. a ctanentiney
Wanana KOMI. president, called p.oyeet
'be immune to order and led in
In November religion was uapenuet ritual None Basseil,
secreem-y. called the roll ?ind read pheaved by Bro Jay Lockhart.
,he alleistes Wes the previous Patist.,n new members were added,
-.hooter aseettsh. the treasurer's bring rig cur inuriber,-.1,,m to fifty
Lienamber was • mJntli full of
-fp-et eras by the treasurer, Dewhada et:* ci-liviral and
:Les, Nanney.
The president, rommted the euto
members at the current club p•-oat hand and of thelr
sperrisillry at worting for the
ub 0'le- ter.ness c_na •
a Medics for an then meatieren
JAM,'
sh.er
n
w.tei a
;
I Sag enn:•.•rxel Se the
br•ae melee Ic b ai hr At
' .he Ttenere's Tea The
34, ;
.ser.
emelt :he nembers :1 ben Marta
rp
Be •
.•,;, .Ii:e
'Infer tea hla
Meo
April I at

Many Civic and Entertaming Programs Are
Presented At happa Department Meetings
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Personals

She has been seeing a psychesInn for lase weeks now and tate musts that she is well" now, and ell
we need to save our marriage is a
baby. Abby, I don't mint a family
until I an absolutely sure that the
marriage sW last If I tell her, it
might upeet her Mare. What should
1 do?
YOUNG HUSBAND
DEAR Ill sRAND: Have a talk
with her doetar and ask hint boa
to bandit IL

11111M4

•

was t
Pieroe
inning
liarry
Pierce
The
much
and p
by Ha
of nut
peaum

By Abigail Van Burro
&lay until I went north. I think the
I RESAT. MARCH. 31
nice Naos to visit, but I
DEAR ABBY I ant new In this math is
Anyone
community and hate made many wouldn t want to live there.
lovely new friends. I mom a lady at care to ointment?
SOUTHERN GIRL
church and insited her to my home
DEAR GIRL,: 'too have a point
for coffee and (eke. It was then that
tiespitality, but don't
I discovered that she a either a thief About southern
unsisae same northerners
or a klepuimamac, tor when I went raped t
region by
into the kitchen tor a moment. ano rnaae oy ausigeog a whole
suddenly rettu-nea, I saw her open •tte actions and reactions ed a few,
- ••
her large purse and drop nay sliver
DEAR ABBY: Three years ago
spoon anti fork into at.
You can't unsettle how shocked I merited a lute young woman trout
1 was! Now I do not want to makel "good- family She was 22 and I
a big issue of it by preferring charges WSW 41). We ...re both college gradspun* her, but I do went my silver- uates. We were "in love," &Rho she
ware back as thous places are nor- proposed to toe, and pressured me
Ong silver and are part of my set. Into marrying her sooner than I tad
Do I dare ask her to return them? intended to.
And if so, how? I have told no one
Shortly atter marriage, I found
and do not Intend to.
moody, stubborn, and
MRS NEWC0110111 her to be
you are gueasu•
DEAR NEW('OMER: Yes are owe- querreisents. II
not very happy. you are
alderate, compassionate, and whin Wu we are
insistence we sought
Telephone the lady and ten her yen Correct. At MY
clergyman. He gate
trout
our
help
take
your
her
atheneum
sad
gins
"uluig harder,"
world appreciate her renwelleig IL us some lectures on
Then we
Then tell her that yea knew the.. but it didn't help much.
counselor, who
are people who have a esaapaidon went to a miu-riage
separation. This
to take thins.. *Mai is an Hiner/S, suggested a trial
se you -understand," will tell no my wile refused to do.
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time
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CONFIDENTIAL TO -RAVI I A
CANE*" IN MENOMINEE, IME111.:
It is said that -maternity- la s matter
at fart. -paternity" can be a matter
at opinion.- You may have a eme.
And so may he site a lawyer. -
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Air/smarmier'

MISS VIRGINIA HAMMANN

ALO
Beauty Consultant

You Are Invited To Attend

Calloway PTA Plans
For Teachers' Tea
it March .1Ieeting

OPEN HOUSE

Will Be At Holland Drug
Monday thru Friday
April 3rd thru 7th

Sunday, April 2nd - 2 to 5 p.m.

.11rs. James Blalock
Hostess For Event
!'e,'d At Southside
Ad,

•

1716 Keeneland Drive - Just Off South 18th

• •
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ALO Cosmetics and Holland Drugs present Nliss Virginia Hammann, ALO
Beauty Consultarit.
Mies Hemnivrth eriii rive FRET; 'Ratty C311 MRSlion% and maLrais derntamtt.stions. Thil will be Mies
Hammann'; stcond ei.il t • ‘itirray. She was at
Holland's last October.
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see this Gold Medallion MI-Electric Home
. . . Built With Lumb'‘). and Material From
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WATCH

nEP %MING
Fast Depend a Ale
Guaranteed Rervbe
Phone 7S3 1C015
1109 Main
Murray, Kentucky
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National Lumber& Supply Co.
Induetrial Road

MUIFIBAY, KENTUCKY

Phone 753-1616
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Paul Richards Uses Strategy
Against The Yankee Batters
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THE
hits and an unearned run and struck
out four batters In foUr innings aa
the San Francisco Giants defeated
the California Angela lb. Marketed
mid he MIS phoned wIth bis Performance and then engaged in 30
minutes of wind sprints. Jesus Aloe
went 2-for-3 to raise his spring average to .441 and Willie Mays was 1for-3 to lift his average to 375
Rookie Dick Hughes struck out
seven batters and pitched five shutout innings for the at. LOUIS Cardsnais In an 5-3 victory over the New
York Meta. Hughes, Curt Flood and
Dal Marconi had two hits each for
the Cardinals and Al Luplow hit a
two-run homes for the Mets..
Sixth Homer

By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
When Paul Rschards of the Chicago White Sox sued five first basemen. uicluciing a pitcher, in a gains
against the New York Yankees.
One reason for Richards' unusual
strategy was that be wanted to atternate left and righthanded pitchen
against Yankee batters in the Late
iniongs of a close game. The result
was that lefthanded pitcher Billy
Oiense played tine base for part of an
Outing while rIghthanded pitcher
ita-ra Dortvfl faced two betters
Pierce then returned to the mound
The idea didn't quite become as
much a part of the game as peanuts
and popcorn, tut it is benig revived
by Harry Walker this spring in hopes
of making the Pittsburgh Pirates a
pennant winner.

handed'pttcher Ibutmle SI* to second Ina en that lefty Billy Short
Could pitch to two left-handed hitters. Then, he sent Sisk back to the
mound to coiriplete the game.
Previous Trish
Short is a lefty with•jug-handled
ours who had trials sea Use Now
York Yankees, Baltimore Orioles and
Boston Red Sox. Although currently on the rout of the Pirates' Cotujonos farm team saws is regard.
ad by Walker as a tato-inning
Harmon Killebrew hit his sixth
stopper against tough left-handed hamar of the sizing as the
Minnahitters At the same tune Walker sota Twins shaded the Yankees 4-3.
regards Sisk as a strong day-taday The Yankees scored all their runa
reliever.
'off Dean Chance atx1 got a strong
porton:moue from
seven-tnnioig
In addition to being embarrassed
Mickey Montle draw
by Walker's tactics, the Senators lost Prttz Patonidn.
two walks in his first appearance
Paul Casanova, their talented young
in two weeks in the Yankee 'bong).
catcher, for two or three weeks Ca.Jim Northup's two-run ninth-innnova sprained his right ankle us an
Walker used a &Sant variation -of unsuccessful attempt to break up a ing single gave the Detroit Tigers a
2,1 victory teepee moven shutout
the old ehuttle systedi Thursday double steal in the four inning.
innings pitched by Jim Bunning of
when the'lOratee beat the WashingJuan
milking his custoton Senators 11-4. He switched right- mary *teaming debut, allowed three the Philadelphia Philliss amend his
old teammates Pete Ramos was the
victorn of the Tiger uprising. Earl
"The Best In Service . . . Best of Gasoline"
Weson struck out seven batters In
nosh
six innings for his most impressive
showing of the spring for Detroit.
On other fronts: Joe Rods drove in
two runs anti a single and double
ammo tam Jerry's Itesteurato
Phone 763-9131
In the KAMM City Athartics' 3-3
I:- MAX IneCUISTON
win over the Houston Astros
•
WE GIVE TRFASCRE CHEST STAMPS
•
Ernie Banks drove iu two rune as
She Clevethe Mimeo
land Indians 6-3 . . . the Red Sox
edged out the Baltimore Orioles 1-0
with Tony Oonigliaro, making
first appearance in 12 days, doubling
home the only run.
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HAVE SI'NDAY DINNER WITH US
We t ater to Private Parties in Private Mang Room
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
492-9785
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LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROM

PEOPLES BANK

"Service Built Our Business"
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Being Set Up
_
By MARTIN LADES
CPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK 1 UPI I — A haati13'arranged world heavyweight Litie
fight between champion Oassius
Clay and Floyd Patterson was being
negotiated today in an attempt to
beat Clay's scheduled induction dide
into the Army.
Although both Patterson and his
manager.
Al Bel"'have flatly "aad that no papers have been signed
yet, it appeared that the former
two-time Mil* might fulfill his one
Wish of the lart year and a half—
"another Mot at Clay."
Clay, who his made nine successful defenses of his crown since winning it from Sonny Listen at MIMI
Beach, Feb. 25, 1964, is scheduled 30
report for his Army induction April
23. His lawyers have battled draft
boards and law courts for a year In
effort to keep the champ out Cl
khaki but they are suet about out
of legal weapons.
Clay already has fought twice this
year, his Sot defense coming &gland
Zora Polley at Madison Square tierdot, March 23, when be registered a
seventh-round knockout. The 96year-old champ, who now makes his
hclhe inliteetOn, put his tita
the line five times in 1966, winning
four by itistolcouta and one on a diadem. PaUerson, who first won the hes.
vyweight crown in le56, has been
undefeated since losing to Clay on
a 13thround knockout Nov. 22, 1965.
Although he is reputed to be a milhoriaire, the 32-year-old New Yorker
has gotornued to world away in various rings in the hope of salvaging
his pride with another chance at
Clay.
Anaemia roved Glenne to a tale
shot Morn he Manned mit Bill klcManny in the first round at
burgh Thursday rught Floyd said
that before the -fight he had bemi
asked if be was Interested in a return bout With Clay.
He declined to divulge who made
the telephone offer but said he
"would have to watt to find out, more
about it."
"I had no idea Clay would want
to holt me neat." Patterson added.
Bolan said that neuthations were
initiated by Clay's advisers but
"there Is nothing concrete yet."
"No date has been set or anyJibing like thst." oak* Bobo. -but
Floyd muds the nen."
One major complicatton which *1.
ready Mia developed is• Ate for the
fight. The two Widow contenders
as of Thondety night wore Hoodoo
land Datralt, but the Teams oily may
I he einandable.
111s Publicity Dirlosior Cl des bosshall Illoonern Ashok saM • soossr
IMO la sulieduled for the Astrodoene
Inftl 19 end Use Aatros Mem two
later for • 10-day home Mind.

MURRAY-v—KENTUCRY

Electric Air
Conditioning Is Now
Necessity, Not Luxury
Summer's corning, and with It the
hot, humid nights when sleep is almost impossible. Its medical fact
[het the human heart must work
much harder in hot, humid weather.
And the pollen riding on summer
treezes brings misery to the allergy prone. That's why, for moat people,
air-conditioning is no luxury. It's
essential to continued good health.
In an air-conditioned home, you
not only feel bower—you look better. Makeup goes on easily and
smoothly. Hear and nail polish dry
qulckly. And, clothes stay fresh and
well-preesed ionger.
An electric air conditioner is one
of the major appliances often found
In total-electric Gold Medallion
Homes, because so many PeePle InliSt on having theni. On the other
hand, some home buyers prefer to
provide their own air conditioning.
because the individual room units
are so exemtnical and easy to install. That is—they're easo, to install
if the home is a total-eiectrle one,
which merits the Gold Medallion award. The Gotcl Medallion signifies
that the wiring provides plenty of
etectrcial capacity to serve au conditioners, and all the other electrical
equipment desired by bomeowuera.

ma-

Flameless
eat Great
For Old Dad

,

-

?iv -

4441

1716 Keencland just off goudi 18th Street

•
Open

8rwality, April 2

from 2.40 In .7..1/0

We are plea:.ed to

have provided

NOW"

All Plumbing
JO? this new and modern home
Call on us for qualified work

James Sykes Plumbing
North Sixteenth Extended

It doesn't matter whether you call
there "wall plugs," "convenience outlets," or on electrician's terms) "duplex receptacles." It seems you never have enough—unless, of course,
you're living in a Gold Medallion
Home! Homes Identified by the Gold
Medallion have had to meet certain high standards wih respect to
the number and looation of electrical
outlets, as well as other electrical
requiremnut

BIG

In tne general living areas, for example, electrical outlets must be
placed so that no point along Use
floor line is more than 6 feet from
OA outlet And, any usable wall space
which is 2 feet long or more muss
have one So must hallways which
are 10 or more feet long. In add:
Lion, each bathroom must have at
least one outlet, adjaJcent to the
mirror.

JUICY
Hamburgers
for

Kitchen-counter outlets have a
special rule: There must be at lease
One duplex outlet for every 4 linear
feet of counter space, and one at
every separate working surface, even
If it's only 1 frxit long!

99,

Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Dan -Castle Drive-In

Electric heat is great for Dads!
With an electric heating system installed, Dad can truly hem more
time he relaxing when he get, home
at MAL He doesn't have to check
on the level of the tank or order
fuel delivered and he doesn't have
to be concaved with the cleaning,
adnestmont and royal" ithat
SERVICES
needed hi old-style furnaces and '•
heating,systems.
Farther Ave. at N. 17th St.
Murray, Kentucky
For frebeleall electric heating
equipment alincot takes care of itSunday at 11:00 A.M.
self. Just turn the dial on the titer- 'and Wednesday at 8:00 P.M.
is'thormootata—you can have
— AIA. WELCOME —
ono In mob Mom, if you as-nt--and
The Bible Speaks to Yoe
thumb is dean. tailor-made comfort
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
felf all to enjoy.
Stinda,7 at 8.15 am.
Illsolair hosting can take other

Chestnut Street

ixtpeowluag-4
41;ussaits..aut
busy fathers. too With electric heating cable inssailed on the roof Cl
the home. Dad no longer has to tackle tberrisitY job of polling the snow
down to avoid roof damage
And with Domeier& electric beating equipment embedded in his
drtveway, he can avoid the backbreaking--and sometames heart attook -producing job of shoveling
mow.

Telephone 753-3214

*

IHRIStIAN

15e, 35e
lee, 45e
15e
lie
sac

Mc
lie, 20e, 31Ie

*

Orange, Sprite . lie Me, 30e
25e, 35c
Sundaes
lie, 254
Shakes
Dart-Castle . qt. ire, pt. 311A.
10c, MaConga
lent
Coffee
Milk, Hot Choc,
15e.

Chicken! — Fish! — Shrimp! Baskets

Castleburgers (It's a Meal!)

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

PEN HOUSE
SUNDAY, APRIL 2nd -2 to 5 p.m.
at the

GoldMedallion Home
1716
Keeneland Drive - Just Off So. 18th Street

S

LOOK FOR Inc

Pr
ON THE HEEL!

. ••

111400110005vimw_.

P-F Flyers
with oretooint
Posture Foundation

_

f"

:

• 2'

Now
The P-F on the heel stands for
POSTURE FOUNDATION — the
rigid wedge that decreases foot
and leg strain ... helps youngsters 1 run their fastest longer!
tiring
'Met children for P-F
Flyers today,

B.F.Goodrich

'tOE' WILL

TOTAL ELECTRIC LIVING
Installed by

• TINSLEY_HEATING_& _AIRCONDITIONING

FAMILY SHOE STORE
910 Maki

SE.

Electric Heating and Air-Conditioning

bryant

Kirkwood Drive

Murray

•

•

DARI-CASTLE MENU

Hamburgers
Cheeseburgers
French Fries
Hot Dees
Sr
Fish
Cora-Cola

U111111111111W11111U11111B

MEM

41

Murray, Ky.‘18-•••••44r.

FOR CARRY-OUTS, PHONE 753-8842

umitummilippypilri
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READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS
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Plan Plenty
Of Electric
Outlets

Electrical outlet provisions represent Just one example of the attention which has been given to convenience details by builders of totalelectric Gold Medallion Homes. Just
one Win* tiiii0a why prospective
home buyers seek out the Gold Meclank:in emblem when they are lookins at new houses,

Franchises To
Be Announced
By Mikan
By 10E SAKOM
CPI Sports Writer
OAKLAND Calif
— Cornmitaloner George Wien
the
Antaisis Saidor4bal1 Association
was selogelial to announce die aaml es of tali Mare franchlass today in
the new looje and also meet Its delayed draft
The one-time great roar of the Timid National Basketball Asooriation
had been doted to preside at the
draft texiav Out the United Prom
International 1491111100 Wednesday
that the draft had been postpsoisd
until around mid-April. According
to a source close to the warm it
was held up because only four out
Cl the currant ten clubs have hired
head coaches
League osi•ners will decide today
between several groups which are
seeking two more spots in the 10011
Two Louisville organizations are
compeung for on. franchise. The
bcr also may go to a southern city.
Atlanta and Miami are regarded
• 'prime randidates for the .Mend
hertb The Georgia capital is embarked no a major kredvis sports
' boom which tra teen bamball, football and soccer come to own In the
,
st two years
one Louisville group received a
'alive franchise a month ago but
s)--oosntly ran into difficulties A
mid contingent now Is bidding for
r,- spot
Franchises currently are slated for
New Y.Oakland, Pittsburgh. Indianapolis. Minneapolis, Anaheim.
Moratiost. New Cabana. Konaos
Oakland and Anaheim franchises
Plato Liu circle in dirert eompeitilMOO WM NBA teensy oreles In the
eanse arras.
I would avoid as further direct
clash
Mum was to bold a nears con30 p to F.sT1 to sitference nt
MUM! tar rum clubs arid prewurn.
ably the new date for the draft.

PAGE

The experts haven't overlooked ths
garage or the outside of the house.
either Each garage or carport of a
Gold Medallion Home must have a
weather-proof outlet for each cm
space. And,- there must be another
weather-proof receptable at each
entrance.
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Do More Than FultHousepower Insures Lot
Cool It Man

Of Electric Helpers hi Home

Oely a iliac* head" woukl go back
Have you noticed how dim the
to the -ice age" for sumner coeifort
Hompower" is mad in
with tameless electric air condition- term
advertising and literature devoted
ing on Me mow.
For andern electric comfort ear- to ore homes and &moments -stems de mare than "cool it " man! mpecially those identified as -Cicid
They she coated humidity and Medallion"? You've probably assumclaneamilky egueming excess madam hist the air; filter dust ponens
owl Illopotelse OM of the air for a
dome and healthier home; and
ellestillide Mem cool comfort. The
moon Waal theentire family works
bettor. OM Imam and sleeps better doling amp summer weather.
'More am boo ways to air condition your lade house with electricity, woman( to the Lave Better
ZlecttleallY SherMe. OM IS with
the familiar Medafr conditioners;
throe-her with a system that cools.
debuoudifles, imedillates, filters end
Ovulate. air thietiglidit the lime
hem one emirs' tout.
The iniodomot In central electric
air conditioning in new or nomaded homes is usually a modest case.
In moo cases. the added monthly
Mortgage payment, after down paytient. ranges from LI to le. accordbig to the size of the system
And the financing is simple because lending inetatunons recognise
that whoa-house air condition
Odds to the hying and resale
he
If a home In fact, a recent areaOM from the Federal Mitiedog deIlidnistration PUS) sastaa
in a few years, say haws that is net
Mr conditioned MO be diadem"
There is a whit variety of central au sendielming systems to
Moodie ham agosediag to lAve setter Illecteletty. Pio advice In selectMt the hest one for your home °Miami poor builder, electric air eonetamile contractor or local electric Mid and power campart. They
will haM kou to really "cool it man
and clean a. detunrudIfy It and dr-.
enlace it, too.

at it had something to do with elecricity—but just what does it mean?
Briefly. -Full Housepower" means
that the house has access to iota of
watts! In other words, a home with
Pull Housepower can use as much

eleotrioal• equ.pment as it owners
may choose to hada% without the
expense of increarAng the Me of the
main electrical penal.
In order to earn the Odd Medallion award, a home must hare a
main service panel which Will permit at least 36.000 watts 1150) amperes x 240 volts) of electrical equipmerit to be connected all at oboe.
In some CUSes, the i•sain panel will
be large enough to provide MAN
watts .200 amperes a 240 volts).
Of course, you won't use all of

A A t y

n.„

i
MANIMINe.......11mdm••••••••■=.

your 33.000 or Cite watts at any ii..ach the .lotneowner is almost sure to have nameless el.ctric
one =lel So, you pay Only for the to acquire as time goes on.
the wide variety of systems &veiled,
electricity you actually use. Mat it's
you can pick and choose. Mx and
ecenforting to know that the extra
match to get just the right combincapacity is there whenever it's needation for your own home.
ed.
You can choose from -bashful"
systems that hide
electric
A main electric service panel of
themselvli atiiiite ceiling and let you
this size provides capacity for the
know that they are there only by
electric heating system, lIghting, and
the soft, gentle warmth that bathes
all the major appliances which come
the entire room or you can select
with the house. But, more than that.
systems that give rocen-by-room
It rims space capacity to permit ecYou are never forced to have a temperature control or suit-caseonomical inatalltion of the additionclosets
al appliances and other equipment oertaln kind of heating system Mat steed equipment that hides in

Electric Heat
Gives Right
Combination

Cab .5
whole bOUsa

profesnomilTo assure a more
looking paint Job on the ,outside
all necesof your house, first make
loose
sary repairs Repair any
glass, replace cracked or broken
boards,
window panes, nail loose
water
and caulk any plaoe where
can se, in.

•
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Your Opportunity To View

Total Electric Living .
Sunday, April 2 — 2:00-5:00 p.m.
At 1716 Keeneland Drive — Just Off South 18th Street
9

James Billington, Contractor, will hold Open House at this GOLD MEDALLION HOME at the above time. We at Murray Electric invite you to view the

Phoc
Piaui

convenience and comfort of total electric living at this home.
•

Just what is a

Gold Medallion Home ? .

Ventilating Important
For Kitchen, Bath
And The Laundry

1

Time was when a kitchen ventilating tan was used only thwirg the
summer, to help keep the kitchen
coot In modern total-Nedra homes,
however. it serves other very important pummels—odor and moisture control.
Tataidectric homes ere tightly
constructed. mat la. they are essectionally well-insubited, and epochal emotion is ems to idididslog
-hest kiss' aroma
sod
doom. As a roma Ws
to
provide some MUMS of breed monistaan. to gut rid of air-barao moisttire—eapecially in Idicoms. lawsdry
areas and Issairomme.
Par this moon, am at dm WMmt2n requarensents for the Odd Medallion Award is "an =MEM OM
In each kitchen ar
suitably vented..."
In many coma the fan will be boOt
Into a vonillatIng hood. semoted
directly over the elootelc made.
whore it will pica up cooking oilers
and steam before they can permeate
the Mr.
Borne venellsiing hoods ant similp•
pat with lights. to Illemdmite the
surface beneath Others are an integral part of the range thaelf. and
cancans the push buttons which control surface units All are attractive
as weli as efficient.
In bahroons arid laundry areas.
electric ventilating fans ueuallY are
built Into the wall, and rented to
the ournide. They are unobtrustm,
and might eady be mimed if you
aren't looking for them But they
do a might Important job of elunisting =wanted molature before it
can came costly damage.

What Are The Requirements For A Gold Medallion Home?
ALL ELECTRIC HEATING

ALL ELECTRIC KITCHEN

Properly engineered electric heating for the total home is another re-

To qualify for a Gold Medallion, your kitchen must have an electric

quirement. For full comfort during the winter time, this Ls highly important to the home owner and will pay dividends during the winter

range (built-in or free standing), electric refrigerator, and dish washer. A dispiAl is recommended but is not a requirement Convenience

months.

Ls the word..

ELECTRIC AIR-CONDITIONING

ALL ELECTRIC LAUNDRY

a lively. loving family
Wrabth
aserefree total electric house
and you have the ingredients to
really make a house a home.
Tor total electric living is the clean
break with the past that allows Morn
to do more things for her family
with less time and effort.
Tameless electric ranges with automatic controls, dislawswhers, clothes dryers, and the clean comfort
of tameless electric heat take the
drudgery out cif housewort but leave
In the creativity that :mikes Mom
so special to her family.

•

bination unit will fulfill both heating and air-conditioning require-

(combination unit wilt suffice). An electre water heater concrudes the

ments. Good engineering is important here to get the best results.

list of required appliances. You will be plea-ned with this modern laundry.

•

LIGHT FOR LIVING

ADEQUATE WIRING

Lighting must meet "Minimum LIght for Living Standards" as set by

Minimum 200 ampere service plus minimum standards in National
Electrical Code, local codes, the Residential Wiring Handbook of the

the American Home Lighting Institute. This includes light for sight and
beauty. Proper lighting has many benefits, including your health and

National Wiring Bureau as amended. This is for full service and safety.

safety.

Total Electric
Is Living At
Very Best

•

Air-conditioning for the total home. The proper installation of a com-

Your laundry must have an automatic washer and an electric dryer

Medallion Home

So -This Then Is A Gold
A GOLD MEDALLION homejs truly modern with electric heating and airconditioning for total year-round comfort
laundry for saving time and

work .

full

THE GOLD MEDALLION home may be in any price range, in any building

. all-electric kitchen and
housepower, With

style. It is economical to operate . .. is convenient to live in . . . provides

outlets,

a comfortable background for happier family living. We will be happy to

switches and wiring for present and future electrical needs ... and "Light

talk to you, your architect, builder or contractor about this Gold Medallion

for Living" to gibe you ample light in every area of your home for might

home program. Call on us for this service — It's free for the asking.

Said for beauty.

The Murray Electric System
LOCALLY OWNED BY MURRAY PEOPLE - - - YOUR EFFICIENT ELECTRIC SYSTEM
E. S. Ferguson, Superintendent
•
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YELLOW FORMAL, size- 15 Worn baths, central heat- and alr-oondione tune, will take e, price Phone loaning. Many other features such
fOle k ENT ,
753-2493.
A-1-0 as liberal closet space, beillt-in book
APARTMENTS For Rent New efcrates. seeing center, bulltan appalfleiency for college boys Call 7531906 CHEVROLET 2-door post, i
emcee, sttuaterJ on a heavily wooded
4466 or 753-6660
April 10-C
Cyl., antoinetrie, geed Wm and good
lot 157 x 400.
condition. 8236.00. See at 9th and IN RICIILAND Suledivision a new
2-bedroom
NEWLY
DECORATED
A-1-P
Vine, Mr. Halley.
3-bedroom brick with a foyer, lame apartment with carport. Phone 75353-31-C
DOG HOUSES with detachable floors faintly room, builein appliances in '7498 alter 6 00 p in
for all axe dogs. Also have erect-Mg kitchen, 2 or nits, central heat and
FOR RENT OR LEASE US acre
cards fur every purpose. Call 753- air conditioning Spacious 11000111 are
I Dark tobacco base, .55 a.xe
A-1-P found in this well planned beam.
1712.
Murray
Dane
McClure,
Attached garage with storage space; I Burley

SALE

FOR

ELECTROLUX SALES & Service. FOR SALE OR TRADE 1966 Dodge
lox 213. Murray, Ky ,C. 53 Sang- Dart, 4-speed, V-8.
Mule. Mel. Call
era Phone 382-3175 Lynnvilie. ley 763-14IH.
55-31-NC
April 14-C
• GOOD H-PARMALL
tractor,
plow, cultivator, mower and AdeDONT ROOF yaw- home until you've
Harvey Ellis at the
seen me. Glenn Hargrove, 115 S. 10th, dresser. Sea,
, Peoples Bank.
A-1-C
753-4368, Rep, Paducah Aluminum
Co.
A-1-C I THE anuising Blue Lustre
will leave
pew upholKary bestatfully soft and

KELLEY Pen CONTROL
tie

So. 13th Street

Hunie Owned and Operated For
25 Years

1960

Phone 753-3914
May-2-C

RAMBLER

Seatioo

Wagon,

A-3-P

Call 435-5341.

looks good and drives good. $250.00.
frame and
M-31-C BY OWNER 2-bedroom
753-3296.
brick near shopping center. park and
FOUR-ROOM HOUSE
- and out- betimes Living room. unusual kitch-

buildings on two acres. Running en, panelled den and panelled breakI water and half bath. See Paul or fast room, large utility. garage Air
SEE OR CALL Ward Termite Co. Pat Evans. Phone 753-5092. M-31-P 1. conditioning. carpets. drapes, storm
for free estimate All work guaran-- windows, fenced lot. 411,750. 753-7664.
teed, five year reentrant,. Five-ram POLLED HEREFORD Bull, 15 monH-A-3-C
•
'
the
old.
Call
registered.
753-€402 or
house treated for sixty five dollars.
set
Kirby
Bucy,
Alm°
Heights.
Phone 753-6501, 1612 College Farm
brick, ;lining room.
A-1-P A 3-BEDROOM
Road, Murray.
H-A-6-P
enclosed garage, alr-canditioner and

SALE

WANTLD

s.tan formal. sane 12. Shoes to match. A SPACIOUS 11 4574imen been
size 74. Bash warn once. Phone 763- sill; 2 baths, tonna Maim mom.
A-1 -P a:rt....Iran in porch and dnitie ga4756

Cemplete

CO.

457 teeth Ma *treat.
Mese 712-41416
H-ITC

SHRUBBERY,

one

mile east on
A-1-P

Highway 94.

room, keelea. and

Matra
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L. •Oa. ainelk Onernsee tt
Prom Ma r'
Co. Wilhelm Distributed se 10ag Iremirea
atsolutely refuse to work no taisiNtles, and we were all au
In the conditions busy with our primary amigowith animals
ban
I that these ere in. If I am asked manta. We were to test Use an1
WA
concerning mate treated is the beginning
m
a for reteaendations.
Mem I will advise immediate with the latest Grandparents
atba
imtelt
all twenty-eight
tbeinirt WIN
semi
.
hosbo
I.er ses.ntlfa breakthrough. to ea I prolong their suffering need- times removed against their d'
sure his being taken with her
lessly.
only
We
with well ecendanta. ... You see. we lei
work
Meanwhile. David Carlon,•friend
ot ore Thayer., wondered why La.. and healthy animals, not with them breed first, then star :
e ten dld no. appear for a date to go
exploring CSVI,I After a rat° bul- the dregs of every pet shop in them on the formula, keern•r;
letin that Li. ien and Stella were In the country.some of the offspring for res.
plane crash. De‘id iriught Infor"It would be a challenge,- trole, starting the others immemation and hot suspicions were
aroused by hireling Dr Oldhana'• Becket said. "Of course, the diately. Generations; from on?
flies remoeed aad laboratory unformula could be adapted with through twenty-seven, every.
eared for
sole- little troulee: it Is a direct ra- thing dew. tee erain now!"
Senator Cieram thwhice
Iled David about the supposed acciLucien suddenly felt n now
dent. General Skinner. and Alton tic to weight ..."
Parnell planned their next more in
and revulsion against the Never Stella
about
wheeled
helr kidnap conspirary to get matrol of the mystery drug on able, lashed out at him. "You know Imore Projea and everything it
85-11* was working
we Bract ready to make •!connoted When his gaze mr:
Still U11.0Lalar tinE of Whit CM.,
tem
h.ippealng to them the arr.,six at lamp like this. We don't know' myna,, she teaa studying
the ramp site we,'-art is ...1
then
her gaz
enough I was under the in;- !rawly. and
find theywe 1•1117.1.7f Jr' orwory
0.eir
tad.,tdual preselon that we ....ore' conduct- I droppel.
and
equip:71,ot
grit let. were woe .4crpett
lag a scientific study, not a I
"A-id what about the anti
David confirmed in his soap.ci ins. *Obits the aid of Colima! haphazard lumping about to'dote?" Wells demandcl settmysittsatkra
Roser Stems is ea
to
•
• deney "We rave to 13;
test bitionielete data.rareare. wairy of Denies se...mitre
"And you were right. my -petrol this beeereanteal event.
as him see to (rate tiles wee
it of the way
Buena to ea htn
ane nore•-ne ne -r• fo dear.'' Oldham came intn tlies
The r ii,flee. fent nf the t amp end
the batr in. ..1 the'r WOrk showed room then from the lab "I will :nu:atlire the a 0 i•it ,
r. -n-.• • •
hrin
one
eed
l
up
4 11111. :3SCII you
4"
1,2 K.,919
Welk& .
par:elle eere
.ag tas •I•: lee project
ii _ _
cent. We have outened our anJ Moe::'--; el e
CH A PTF.R 19
•'
.
work and °Ur friet'•-tin and we wey P re
.
.
b
I UCIEN TI IA VEIL stopped off Will tallow pa ye r;
.
1. at the lab to see if Stella I leave until thn re ,
7 M.
r.• • Ii'''
Ins wife. tied finishne for the Hackman bar eifone
day. lie steered ineirle and the Galena is eetneeee eat

sritz=mar.
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•

stared a moment, and then elrla• bringing with him a vete:. rine .• .J u.
whistle'we are all invited to jell the; t
invollietary
an
ted
There were newcomers to the lin the General's quarters at
apparently
eight
e
menagerie. mnkeys.
mena
"
• • •
'
urea,
Ill, old, or frightened. Lucien
• •
you
eon
was a moody, many
"Hob,
Dinner
ealkal.
turned sad
silent affair, and on I tee."'
come herr a minute?"
a ,
Well,', had bypaened the lab or Web; did make a cornmInt. • ;t-ilf,
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PRODUCTION CREDIT LOAN S:
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"Always See Your PCA

Production Credit
Association
307 No.

Left to rigat, ,ibo•e, Hosaii. Jackson and -Hoc" Wilson.
. know he is
Believe "Doc" is a dentist. innS lpv4teId
a member of the Hickman ('cunt club. Mr. Jackson is
president of the Hickman(ount• club.
•
•
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READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS

4th Street
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The electrical industry has taken
great pains to make sure that homes
ditplaying the Gold Medallion emblem are built and equipped for the
to:al-elecrtic future. regardless of
sue. style or price-range. That's shy
tamales of all ages and all income
brackets can be sure of a "better
buy- in a Gold Medallion Home.
There are some 925 electric utahties of all types psrucipaung in the
Gold Medallion Home Prognam throughout the country Each one has
adopted electrical standards which
equal. or are higher than nationallyestablished minimums. as the beaks
upon which Gold Medallion awards
are made. The utility from winch
you receive electric service will gladly provide specific details of the
standards which apply In your area
Meanwhile, if you don't want to
bother with technical details. here is
what you expect to get in a Gold
Medallion Home:
I. A home in which electricity Is
the sole source of energy for light
heat and power Thts 'IletUIS a nameless electric heating system.
2. An electric range or built-in electric oven and surface units, and an
electric refrigerator or refrigeratormeter in the kitchen
3. An electric water-heater, plus
at least one more major electric appliance. selected oy the builder I or
!‘.. •,nu• ce.ni an 0,1proved list. The
-optional- appliances might be a
cliswser.
,d.Ins ae•er. fo.TI-waste
cicthes dryer or, perhaps. an air conditioner
, 4. A built-in ventilating fan, to
I control moisture and odors in the
kitchen—perhaps also in the bath
, and laundry area.
' 5 Pull Housepower Wiring. including at least 150 Amperes overall capacity. plus plenty of branch
I circuits. convenience outlets and
'switches.
6 Light-for-Living, which means
hat lighting fixtures, or lighted coves. valances. etc., are buelt-m, to
provide proper illumination In strategic spots.
i Take this check-list with you when
I you tour new homes opened for injection this spins! You'll find that
every house labeled as • Gold Me, Million Home w.Ii meet the teat!
—

•

it V
Vsk

The Public is
Cordially Invited To Attend

OPEN-"OUSE
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 2
Between 2:00 and 5:00 p.m.
at our

Gold Medallion Home
1716 Keenelond Drive just off South 18th Street

•

Find The
Hidden Assets
Of-New Home

Climb in
theVudavert,
Claudia.
A 'Cutter/en will get you. And we're
not popin' our tops. 'Coda. Claudia,
is the most for the least. The next
best thing to a European GT—withOut getting anywhere near it in price.
'Cuda (pronounced Coo-da) is

R

Gold Medallion
41mile Proves
Better Bu

the Double k.
Like,.. scratch one Mr. John C. Steele! After that unyou blame
true and vicious attack on him yesterday
It very -shy and really quite nice, but we couldn't
hlm?
say that! Good grief, you want we should ruin our image.
f1 Feathers Club is one step tougher than the Marines.
Fins ,
If you "can't take it" AND dish it out, you're in the right
church, but the wrong pew.
John, we really should apologize, but who ever admits
they're wrong. nowadays?
. •
S.
•
bj LLL
t you
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photoan appointment with the
break
could
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grapher? 'Well . . . it's true! Junior es..
,
Ioe just naturally get ttz. =lost awful case of "nose trouble".
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universal
the
than
blobs"
"blael
more
,— ter trunt tt-They--are—atar—frierrele-trnernbers -of--our
--Malt
might
ra nuts" Joe. bring that trophy to the °fit
liatefuls' Club). Saw eight 01 these new slittscribers yesteryou.
about
nice
something
say
l'er's a
" have
we
le.ss
Whioeli
"
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•
4111 11:Vil.at
:
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•
friends! As the Ledger 'itt Times continues to expand. and
Leon Andrns. the Double F has an 8x10 ph▪ oto • the Defrom
away
to
'em
works
drive
overtime
Junior
"draw 'em in"
cember 17th trophy (you. Rusty, Pat and Jackson free to
you. Only one string attached . . . you must come lifter it!
You were supped to brine the March 18th trophy for a
Pieture anyway There are three experts around here We'll
Use PRODUCTION CREDIT
turn one of them locesc on you, so don't be scared. They are
Etrrinc, silent tylie (Mv ,103t) Eva, for a picture of "Rusty"
the
FARM FINANCING
you could get Leon In here.
i
•
•
•
in 1967
Neal York and 'flintily! Believe we've finally "caught a
fair shpt el Mike" Please ct.rie br and check the picture. If
. "Farm Loans
It isn't Mike—well, we have a baautiful Redbone with no owner.
for FARMERS

Fins
'n
Feathers

C

When you find the new home that
appears to be "nut right- for you.
its wise to look beneath the surface
before you buy Those lovely. beautifully-furnished models can fool you!
Such things as the electric wiring.
for Instance, are hidden In the walls.
But. you'll have to live with it for
years to come How can you tell
whether a house has hidden assets
--or hidden liabilities?
SO for as electric wiring is °comm,
ed. you nerd only look for the claw
If it s identified as a
Medallion
Gold Medallion Horne, you can be
sure that the wiring inside the walls
has ample capacity to permit full use
of all your electric appliances, without becoming overloaded
The wiring circuits which carry
electricity to the wall outlets in kitchen, laundry and dining areas, for
example. ran accommodate several
portable appliances at a time What's
more. these circuits serve no lights
and no other outlets anywhere else
In the house!'They are installed for
the exclusive use of toasters, Irons,
mixers, electric knives. can-openers
--and the dcrzena of other plug-in
deolose which make total-electric
living such a joy to every housewife.
In the rest of the house, squarefoot area and the size of wire determine the total number of electrical circuits (Like sewing thread,
the else of electric wiring is stated
"in reverse. The larger the number, the smaller the wire Therefore, if the builder has specified the
smaller. No. 14 wire, he must provide at least one circuit for each 378
square feet of floor area. If he Is
using the larger No 12 wire. One
circuit for each 500 square feet will
provide equal electrical capacity In
either case, you can be sure that
the wiring in the walls of a Gold
Medallion Home is a hidden asset
which adds to the home's long-range
value.

Short for Barracuda. And Barracuda
s short for "the snarliest slice of
sports car that ever clobbered corn.;
petition." It's that quick. And responsive. And in terms of price—cleverl
Cmon. Give it a whirl,'Cudacool.
•

Visit this home and see the convenience of

Toted Floastric Living
. .ramic Tile Bath

• Brink Veneer

Bath

• Three Bedrooms

• Ceramic Tile

• Family Room

• Vanities in Bath

• Kitchen

• Ample Storage

• Eating Area

• Laundry

• Living Room

• Space for Freezer
• Laundry Cabinet Space

Entrance Hall
• Double Carport

• Fully insulated

• dutaide Storage

• Storm Windows

• Patio at rear

• StOrm Doors

In city Limits

Paved Streets — All City Utilities

City School District — Lot 100' x 150' — Landscaped

All Electric
Gold Medallion Home
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY,APRIL 2

PM

M He's all heart.
Catch the Vuda at your Plymouth Dealer '

We will be plegpred to help you with financial arrangements to purchase this home.

CHRYSLER

0
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

mimes coaeoaanort

'67 Plymoutfi Banacuda

TAYLOR MOTORS INC.

303 South Fourth St..

Murray,

'es

Ky.

James Billington, Contractor
South 16th Street

.4=2Fiammatai1issmiamenow

Phone 753-8903

411111.111MINN.111-
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